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Siege of Lille
Historical Background
From 28–31 May 1940, an event known as the Siege of Lille involved the remaining
40,000 men of the once-formidable French First Army in a delaying action against
seven German divisions, including three armored divisions, which were attempting to
cut off and destroy the Allied armies at Dunkirk. According to Churchill, "These
Frenchmen, under the gallant leadership of General Molinié, had for four critical days
contained no less than seven German divisions which otherwise could have joined in the
assaults on the Dunkirk perimeter. This was a splendid contribution to the escape of
their more fortunate comrades of the BEF."
These French troops fought encircled until all their ammunition was used and led
several counter-attacks, the commander of 253.ID, general Kühne, was even captured.
The Germans let the defenders parade in the streets after the battle granted them the
honors of war to salute their fierce resistance. Even Churchill in his memories
recognized1
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Situation
A half-section of British soldiers is trapped in the town of Lille as the Germans
approach. The French will conduct a localized counter attack in an effort to facilitate
their escape to Dunkirk.

German Forces (Turn 1)
•
•
•

1x 10-man Squad of regular to veteran troop quality
1x 3-man MG34 Team of regular to professional troop quality
1x PaK 36 with 3-man crew of regular troop quality

German Reinforcements (Turn 3)
•

1x Pz IV Ausf. D with 5-man crew of regular troop quality

British Forces (Turn 1)
•

5-man Section of regular to veteran troop quality

French Forces (Turn 2)
•
•

1x 7-man Section of regular to veteran troop quality
1x Renault R-35 with 2-man crew of professional troop quality

Set-up
The British forces begin the game hidden in the church or manor. The Germans enter
from off-board on turn 1.

Victory Conditions
The British section must exit the west edge of the board (three or more). They may not
begin this ex-filtration until turn 3. The Germans must prevent this. There is no turn
limit and play will continue until either Allied victory conditions are met, or there are
not enough forces remaining to make victory possible.
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Map―Siege of Lille
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Prior to the start of the game the players plotted their strategy. For the Allied players,
Stan and Mike, the British Expeditionary Force had to escape off the west edge of the
board. The German players, Joe and Jeff were determined to stop them.

The Germans enter the town cautiously and begin the search for the hidden BEF.
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As the PaK 36 team manhandles their gun into position, a hidden BREN guns opens
fire, wounding one of the crewman. The remaining two men are shaken and hunker
down.

Jeff dispatches a soldier to rally the stricken anti-tank gun crew, while the remaining
fire team maneuvers to the rear of the Manor house.
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Joe takes the second German fire team around the right flank. A grenade is tossed into
this house before the team enters.

The French forces enter the game on turn 2.
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Mike orders his troops forward and his Renault R35 races ahead to check the German
infantry's advance.

The French infantry moves into a blocking position.
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Jeff's fire team pops smoke and prepares to move up on the suspected enemy
stronghold.

Mike's men are now in a strong position to help the British escape.
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At the start of turn 3, the German Pz IV Ausf D enters the fray.

Although the light French tank is hopelessly outclassed, Mike presents a 45º attack
angle.
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The light French tank has initiative and fires first. The 37mm projectile strikes the track
and immobilizes the German panzer IV.

The German tank returns fire and penetrates through the engine block, effectively
knocking out the little French R35.
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Although Mike did not realize it at the time, this would prove to be the pivotal point in
the game, for without a mobile support platform, the Germans would be hard-pressed to
contest the British escape.
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On the previous page, Joe moved his fire team behind the church, threatening the flank
of the French defense.

By this time, Stan's men began to emerge from the Manor house as he executed a
brilliant tactical withdrawal.
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In the picture above, Joe's man takes an overwatch position inside the church.

Mike's Hotchkiss HMG pours suppression fire on the Priory courtyard.

Joe's fire team scurries for cover.
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The Allies won the game, as the entire British section managed to escape the town. Six
turns were played in just under three hours. Final Combat was able to simulate all of
the components of close quarters combat.
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